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How to build a business using freelancers is a challenging issue to many people.
However, it is important to know who is a freelancer before we decide whether he
or she can fit into your business. Normally, a freelancer is a self-employed person.
Interested people hire such persons to work for them in exchange of wages. Many
industries hire freelancers. The industries include journalism, tourism, and
entertainment industry, among others. Freelancer can be hired from freelance site,
the most leading example of freelance site is freelancer.com.
It is important to know some tactics using freelancers if you want to be successful.
However, it is imperative to note that there are no fixed rules to govern freelancers.
It will all depend on your preference and the rules you choose to set up in your
business.
There are many advantages of hiring
freelancers. Among them is that you have
not hired such individuals on a permanent
basis, therefore, you can fire them when
the need to do that arise. For instance,
many

reputable

freelancers

and

newspapers
they

find

it

hire
quite

convenient. They fire them when work is
down and hire them again when there is a
lot of work.
However, as you work modalities on how
to build a business using freelancers; it is
important to note such workers come with
many challenges. Since you have not
hired such individuals permanently, it is
difficult to have total control over them. Consequently, they can stop working for
you anytime they choose without warning.
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The following are some other important factors you should know about
freelancers and tips for building a business using it.

1. Make sure your workers at efficient salaries
Many online businesses
hire freelancers to work
for them and they find it
quite

convenient.

Depending

on

the

expertise you have on
how to build a business
using freelancers, you can
easily utilize such workers
to

expand

your

businesses once you have them on your payroll. In case you do your business
online, such workers can work for you even when they are far away.
With no fixed salaries for your freelance workers, you will be able to make more
profits from them when there is a lot of workload. It is important to note you can
hire many freelancers even when your business is small. However, you have to
muster the art of using freelancers well in order to realize maximum profits from
such hired workers. The only thing such freelancers will need are tools to enable
them work for you.

2. Maximize self-employed individuals advantages
Since freelancers are self-employed, you will not need to house them in one place.
However, it depends on the sort of freelancers you need. Depending on your
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preferences, you can house them in one place and pay them based on the work
they produce. Alternatively, you can give them freedom to work from wherever they
are.
Nevertheless, learning how to build a business using freelancers is important if you
want to cope easily with hired workers. This is because many such individuals
might not be reliable. Unless you have clear rules to govern them, some workers
might let you down without warning. There are moments they will fail you by failing
to meet deadlines and complete the jobs you have given them.

3. Choose trained freelancers
Normally, many jobs that need freelancers input do not require you to give such
individuals special training. Therefore, the employee is under no obligation to train
such freelancers. However, it is always important to choose trained worker so that
they can understand your business well and what you expect of them.
The number of freelance workers you should hire depends a lot on the sort of
business you do. Some businesses might be large; however, employing many
freelancers might not necessarily bring in more profit. Therefore, it is essential to
evaluate your business before you decide how many workers and what skill you
need.

4. Develop good communication with your freelancers at all times
It is important you have good communication channels with your freelancers at all
times. Many courses that educate individuals on how to build a business using
freelancers always emphasize on the importance of proper communication
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between the employer and the employees. Good communication can enable you to
contact your freelancers easily when you need them.
If your business is rather small and you do not have a lot of stock, maybe it would
be a good idea if you do not get many freelancers to start with. This is because
some of them may lack work to do and thus you might find you do not need their
services. However if your business is fast expanding, many freelancers would be
ideal for you.

5. Make your freelancers feel part of your company
You should endeavor and incorporate your freelancers into your business. This
would make them to feel part of it. You should plan your business well and ensure
it can accommodate both your permanent and freelance workers. This will prevent
them from duplicating their duties.
Taking a course on how to build a business using freelancers would be quite
helpful to you if you have never hired such workers before. This would enable you
to maximize the work output of such employees. In addition, such a course will also
enable you to know which roles to give to your freelancers and which ones to give
to your permanent employees.

6. View your competitors
Dealing with freelancers can be difficult at times. Unless you have a clear-cut
contract with them, some of your hired workers might even opt to work for your
competitors while they work for you. Thus, they can easily spill out your business
secrets and tell your business opponents what makes you tick. Therefore, as you
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work with freelancers, you should be ready for such eventualities. Where possible,
avoid leaving all the main roles of your company to freelancers, since some can
leave your employment without warning.

7. Maximize the trump card and can hire or fire freelancers
anytime
The good thing about employing freelancers is
that you can easily hire and fire them, unless
you have some form of contract with them.
However, your business can grow quickly with
such employees in you payroll. With clear set
guidelines and policies, they will be able to
compliment your other workers well. In
addition, you will be able to hire them when
there is a lot of work and fire them when
business is down. Better still, you will not need to worry about giving them pension
when they grow old while in your employment. This is a good way of avoiding to
pay pensions in future.

8. Use freelance as a good training ground for future employees
Hiring freelancers can be a good training ground for your future workforce. You can
employ such workers permanently when you feel they have enough experience to
work for you. While individuals work as freelancers, you will get time to study them
and know which among them can make good workers in case you need to
increase on your workforce.
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9. Bring healthy competition in the workplace with freelancer
Another main advantage of hiring freelancers is that they can bring competition in
the workplace and challenge your other employees to work harder. This is
beneficial and important to your business. This will enable you to have a large
competent work force without having to worry of laying such workers off when work
is down.
The question of how to build a business using freelancers should not worry you if
you possess good business acumen. Although hiring such workers can be
challenging at times, your business can benefit a lot from them if you make an
effort and ensure you hire only freelancers who are reliable and have a clean
record. Always avoid freelancers who have tainted records.

10. Bring in fresh ideas with freelancer
When

you

hire

freelancers, you can
easily

increase

productivity in your
business.

This

because

is

such

employees

might

also bring in fresh
ideas and thus more
profits

than

you

would otherwise have made on your own. In case they have wide connections and
networks, they will be able to sell your products to areas you may not have been
able to venture before. Since you have not employed them on a permanent basis,
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they are likely to work harder when they need better payment. This is as opposed
to your permanent workers who might feel they deserve to get payments whether
they work hard or not.

11. Understand no work no pay policy for freelancers
Understanding the many advantages of how to build a business using freelancers
have made many businesspersons to hire such workers. Maybe what appeals
most to such businesspersons is the fact that when your freelancers do not work,
you will not pay them. This is because you pay freelancers based on the work they
do. In addition, you will have created employment opportunities for individuals who
would otherwise have been jobless. This is good for any society since it could
significantly reduce unemployment.
After reading these tips for hiring freelancer, you can choose the right site to hire
freelancer. Base on reputation and safety, freelancer.com is recommended for you
to build a business using freelancers.
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